EUROPEAN LEAN EDUCATOR CONFERENCE
Conference Day Two - 14th September 2016

10:00 - 10:10
Registration & Coffee – Rooms CRB2/3 (1st Floor)

10:30 - 10:50
Break

10:50 - 11:30
Maria Pai Caraccia, Panoplima: Are Lean training programs a plug and play for any business?
Rhian Hamer, UK Ministry of Justice: Continuous Improvement in the public sector – From Capability to Practice
Ameer Robertson, Kings County Health & Hospitals Corporation, New York: Deep Lean Learning: How the Legal Service Industry Can Reinvent Itself for Long-term Sustainability
Rachel McAssey & David Speake, Process Improvement Unit, Sheffield University: Lean in Higher Education: Concerns, Causes and Countermeasures

11:30 - 12:10
Simon Elias, Lean Competency System: Teaching Lean in Public Services
Prof. Dr. Ralph Kriechbaum, University of Applied Sciences Rosenheim & Dr Thomas Uhlmann, Fidelio Healthcare Partners: Genuine and Sustainable Implementation of Lean Management in an Industrial Organization – The Story of a Successful Practical Approach
Dr Steve New, Said Business School & Herford College, Oxford University: Teaching Lean Concepts for Legal Services
Viktoria Jensdottir, University Hospital of Iceland: Getting employees of all industries excited to learn about Lean; the usage of the Lean School at Iceland.

12:10 - 12:50
Pia Anhede, Revere AB & Jonas Ingby, Tetra-Pack Packaging Solutions: Improving organisational capability and develop new behaviours in product development through Kata
Adrian Ruth & Matthew Robinson, BBC Spark - BBC Broadcasting House: Teaching lean at the BBC – Making traditional lean concepts relevant in a creative world.
Mathias Michałkis, Technology Center PULS. Stefan Bölchi, & Prof. Dr. Markus Schneider, University of Applied Sciences, Landshut: Using a Simulation Game in the PULS® Learning Factory for Teaching Main Principles of Accounting for Lean
Olga Andreeva, Japan Cenyter Kaison, Russia: School of New Generation

12:50 - 13:50
Lunch: Buffet lunch served in Rooms CRB2 & 3 on 1st Floor

13:50 - 14:50
Break

14:50 - 15:30
Dr. ir. Jannes Slomp, University of Applied Sciences, Netherlands: Product Architecture Mapping - Methodology and Teaching Program for the Improvement of Discrete Products
Dean Marshall, Lego: Shifting the paradigm: Bringing lean thinking principles and practices to the service industry
Rob Collins, Denso Ltd & John Blicow, Lloyds Banking Group: Rolling out a LCS accredited Continuous Improvement Academy for Lloyds Commercial Bank in 90 days
Anna Possio, Leannovator: Toyota Kata at School: The Challenge of Developing "Scientific Teachers"

15:30 - 16:10
Break: Refreshments served in Rooms CRB2 & 3 on 1st Floor

15:50 - 16:30
Denis Becker, Fastpaced Lean Coaching Ltd & Dr Philip Pearson, Northampton NHS Trust & Leicester Medical School: Training within Industry in the NHS - 1948 to 2016. Does TWI have a place in the modern NHS?
Judith Enke, Joachim Metternich & Michael Tisch, Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany: A guide to develop competency-oriented Lean Learning Factories systematically
Dr Mads Bruun Larsen, University of Southern Denmark: A model and method for customization of Simulation Games
Steve Stratton, Nottingham Trent University: Managing complex patient flow using buffer management

16:30 - 17:10
Pia Anhede, Revere AB & Tobias Ericsson, Newbody AB: Lean transformation, driving training and learning
Pat Scarry & Josina Bowering, HMRC: Our Journey” Learning to Adapt not Adopt
Dr Steve New, Said Business School & Herford College, Oxford University: Teaching Lean Concepts for Legal Services
Ameer Robertson, Kings County Health & Hospitals Corporation, New York: Deep Lean Learning: How the Legal Service Industry Can Reinvent Itself for Long-term Sustainability
Rachel McAssey & David Speake, Process Improvement Unit, Sheffield University: Lean in Higher Education: Concerns, Causes and Countermeasures

17:10hrs
Close